The evolution of chromosomal sex determination.
There is a great diversity of sex determination mechanisms, with evidence for numerous evolutionary transitions between different systems. For example, environmental sex determination is widespread in lower vertebrates, and genetic sex determination has probably evolved from it several times. This requires the establishment of genes that override environmental cues. Close linkage between male and female determining loci is favoured by selection, and represents the first step towards the evolution of highly differentiated sex chromosomes. Once crossing over between primitive sex chromosomes has been suppressed, the primitive Y (W) chromosome is vulnerable to the operation of forces that lead to a reduction in its effective population size. This reduces the ability of natural selection to maintain the functionality of genes on the proto-Y, so that it gradually degenerates. Primitive sex chromosome systems, and systems of neo-X and neo-Y chromosomes formed by translocations involving autosomes and sex chromosomes, provide an opportunity to test evolutionary models of the degeneration of Y chromosomes and to determine the time-scales involved. Recent data confirm that newly-evolving Y or neo-Y chromosomes experience a sharp reduction in effective population size, and indicate that degeneration can occur over a few million generations.